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Choice of Disposition Modes in the Criminal Process: 
An Organizational Perspective 

Case processing in the criminal justice systl~m has l'eceived a good 

deal of both empirical and tb~oreti.cu1 aLtel1tion in the past uc>cade. 

Authors have attempted to l!xl'lain patterns in 111:0C08S1.ng acconJ.jng to 

dcf~ndant charactcristic8 (Onks and Lc>hmnn, 1968; Berns L8in, ..9..1:. ,n 1:. 

1~77; Hagnn, 1974), CHse chHl'acLt,dstics (Nnther, 1974; Lnndes, 1971), und 

organi2ationul chaJ~acter:istil~s (Fed cy, 19/3; Curt('r, 197 /f; EisC'llstc.in 

Hnd Jaeob, 1971). Yt.:!t af.:Ll~lIlpts <'II: gl'l1(~ralJ.;.:ing or synl.:Iwsizing these 

various npproadll's have llwt \.;1th mixed suecess (Bagan, 1974; Forst and 

Hrosj, 1977; Shin, 1973). Tn part, Lhis may be clul.? to the different 

rL!I;(~,lreh 8trntC"~Jl.?s found :in the J:i teratllre. Huch of LIle jmportmlt theo-

retical work on cnse processing draws its inspiration from qll<'llll.:a.tive c<'Ise 

stu<liC'!s of single juri.sdictions (e.g., Fur.kle and Buckle:>, 1977), prosecutor 

offices (Carter, 1974), or police departments (Littrell, 1979), wIli1e 

much of the quantitative l'll1p:i.rica1 work relies on lnrge scale d<'lhl sets 

drmm from orfi c.l al conrt or prosC\cntion records abuut indi.vidl1a1 C:1ses 

(e.g., Rhodes, 1978). 

But djffering definitions and operationalizations of caGe pro~ussing 

may also TIl:lke syn1'llC',sis diffjcnlt. Some auLhors focus on choice of 

routt?d through the c:dm:inal justice system (Hather, 1979; Hollr, 1976). 

Studies of "plea barga filing" are l.?sp<"cia1ly common in this group. Other 

both the type lind GCriOUCllc8S of sanctions imposC'd in various cases 
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(Dmvson, 1969; Greenwood, _c:..~ a1., 1976; Levin, 1977). Research has 

generally focused on one or the other of these issues, neglecting the 

potential overlap betwe0n the two. Generalizations about rase processing 

as a ,vhole have been hindered by this dichotnmy in research. 

A few authors have remarked on this, suggesting that rigid distinc-

tions Qeb18en disposi.tion nnd outcome may be artificial for m(1st cuses 

that survive dismissal. Instead, the question of suitable SAnction 0vhat 

He UlllHnn, 1978, c(1]ls "time/no time") may be the main issue fadng du[enonnts 

and case proc0ssnrs, with choice of disposition mode assu~ing an ancil1nry 

role. Thl~ arCllll,ent is as fol1mvs: when nc:tors ilBl'ee ab()\It dE."si.rl'd cnse 

outcome, they wi.ll choClsc the ,11 ~~l)nsiti.on mode most 1 ik(>1y to achiL've 

that outcome. In this s0n8e, th0n, Lhe choice of disposition mode may 

follow directly from decisions about the type or d(>gree of sanction to 

impose. This presumes, of course, Lhat Lhere is slIhst:ll1tial agl·eer.jl~nt 

about desired cnse outcome. In instances Qf di:,agrccnwnt, ~v1wn nppro-. '. 

priate outcome is unct'rtain, the choice of disposition mode is central to 

the determination of case outcome. In either case, choice of disposi.tion 

mode is conditioned by the 118ret'lllcmt or cli.sagreC'meat over C'<lse out-comes. 

Identifying the issues relevant to determining case outcome, specifying 

situations of likely agreement or disagreement over outcomp, and nrticu-

lating the role played by disposition mode aLe essential stops in 
.,. 

understanding the ro1 ationship betiVcen cli.spositional choice and outcome 

in case processing. This paper suggests an organizaLional framework for 

addressing these issues. 

There is nothing nm" in the suggestion that the criminal justice 

system operntes as a comph~x organization, but ~.".e have found C'ontingency 
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t1wory (Thompson, 1967) particularly useful in understanding decision-

making in criminal processing. By conceptualizing criminal courts as 

"open systems" th~t adapt to yncertninty, iVe can apprt1ciaLe xvhat they 

1 nctually do to clcfclldants and hmv procl?ss:i.ng decisions :11"0. made. 

Using contingency theury, case proceSSing ~an he 000.11 us an "intensive 

tC'chnology"--nn organizH tional s tra tcgy fo): I:rl'a t ing "JrltlUt (1bj e.c Ls. ,,2 

The tlistinctive f~~L1ture of an int('t1sive tl~clmnlogy is that nppropriate 

treaLments CUlmot be specified wit"hNlt reference Lo th~ ll:ltul'e of the input' 

1t1;clf. Tnitinl treatml'nt dc:pcmds on the way in \dlil:h tl18 input objPct i.s 

outcomes and f('l~dback from the inp11t object. '1'1101'1p80n m':~l1"S Lhat (11fe 

t'ive dl'~is ion 111<1king in un intensive tl'Ghnology :i s more li1wly to be 

achieved in rndicnl1y decentralized organizations whose nctors Have a good 

dC'ul of autl11.1Omy in close association with th~ n'levant .il~?ut. This 

allows them to develop expertise and exercise dIscretion In d~vising 

ilppropriute treatment strategies. It also enablps them to monitor the 

input in a v~ay that [acilitntC's diagnos:is on the basis of fc?('(lh;:lck. Sueh 

an arrangement enables this type of Lechnology to achh·~c a IIbollndC'd 

rationalityll (Thompson, 1967: 76-77) \~hich maintnins ;:!nd ('llhanccs the 

pn:>dictability of un orgnni7.ation' s tcdll1i.C'nl opc·nlUolls by insulating 

t1 [ t · 3 10m' rom unccr:a1nty • 

Case processing tak<.>s on some int(lresting chm:acteristics \v1H'11 seen 

in these terms. Decision-mnkl'l"s initi.a1ly di [Jsnose ur V'lbel defl'ndunts 

by filing a~propriate charges based upon the nature uf the allceed 

criminal nct and the nature of the accused. Prnc(>ssors then :!ssemble 

evidence (subsequent treatments) in order to support or chaJlenge these 
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charges, And feedback from these trenLments is used to devise further 

treatment sLratogies, leading l1lti1llntl~ly to a determination of desired 

outcome. 

Thompson argues that an intensive technology striv<.~s to achieve 

bounded rationality by reducing uncertainty in the organization's opera-
-, 

tions. Achieving bO\lnded rationality in criminal case processing is 

complicated by the fact: that the formally prescribed proccs8ing strategy 

(advcrsarial contusting of cases) necessarily introduces an el~nent of 

uncertainty into the \vork of or8<1nizational actors. HHh:i.n a due process 

strategy, decisions cannot be made unilaterally and are always subject to 

chullenge. This reduces the autonomy of organizntional Aetnrs und makes 

i.t difficult for them to monitor cnses cffeetive.ly. 

Dcc:i.sion--makers Lypically avoid the essential uncertainty in 

auversarinl processing and achieve bounded rationality in their work by 

shifting toward negotiative settlement of criminal cases (i.e., plea 

bargaining). Negotiation provides an apparent incentive for the defendant 

to cooperate with the permanent participants in the criminal process. 

This "incorporates" the defendant into the process, making it cnsier for 

processors to monitor tIle case and devise appropriate trratment strategies 

that avoid the inherent uncertainty in trial (advcrsarial processing). 

Front-line processors do the active negotiation, which makes it easier 

to coordinate decision-making, and, because negotiated settlements cannot 

be appealed, processors lwve greater control over case outcomes. 

! 

I 
Perhaps more importantly, negotiative processing strategies can 1 

enhance Lhe various proc~ssors' abilities to establish "proper" case 
) 

i 
l 

outcome, and "proper" case disposition strategies. Negotiativ(~ dedsion- I 
!. 
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making j s intenlcpendent decision-making. To be effective, it requires 

that the decisions made by one participant be consistent with the 

expectations and reactions of the others. Extensive negotiation can help 

processors develop a relatively stable set of expectations about eaoh 

other's behavior in response to a var~ety f .L o· t'l1ses. Tn uther words, it 

may enhance their collective capacity [or "orsnnizaLional learning" 

(Cyert and Harcl1, ] 963). 81 ddt d' lare un ers·un lngs about the eharacter Hnd 

proper processing of cOlllml.l111y enco\111tlC'rcd eases duvall)p out of pnst 

axper:i.ences (what Sudnow, 1965, rl"!fcrs to as "normnl cri:';('s"). These 

shan~d understand:ings m·e important because tht;y redure the lI11cl~rLHinty 

in case proccssj ng and incrcase the actors' ability to ('(1111:1'01 Lhe 

treaLmcnt proccss, thereby supplying bounded rationality fnrlntcnsive 

decision-making. This hus the cumulative effect of C.?l1hallcLlg the overall 

predict.:1bility of the criminal justice system's ope'l.'nt.inns. 

Obviously, certain organizational arrangements arc more amenable to 

negotiaLive case processing than others (i,e., tl10se tllAt arc decentrAlized, 

those that allovl processors a good deal of Autonomy for exercising 

discretion in making decisions about cases). For example, the COlJrLroom 

Horkgroups described by Eiscl1stc:in and Jacob (1977) are uutonomous, st·lf-

!:lUfficicnt, local i ;·wcl decision-making uni ts ",hose I'h <-11"<.1 C tL!ri!; ties nf [ect 

their ability to use intl~nsive L'echno]ogies in case processing. Stable 

\\'orkgroups (those \vhose members nssociate with one nnotlwr ov('r long 

periods of time in a variety of situations) may be able to estilb1ish the 

shared expectations on '\lhich n('gotintion both dl!pends and helps define. 

Unstable workgroups may find this much more djr[~Ctllt. B ' l' t' ... y lJ:lpl,Calon, 

stable workgroups should be more likely to use negotiative strategies in 

-. 
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, \.'11-1 Ie uns table \o,Torkgroups, lacking shared defini tions, case process1ng, • ~ 

should be more Hke1y to employ ndverRaria1 procC'ssing 8trat0.gies by 

default. 

Overall, con tingency thoory predicts that case processing should 

tend toward negotiative rather than udv0TsATia1 strategies. Rut organi-

zational charactC'ristics should i.ntervene in this gLml~ra1 tendency, 

resulting in different configurations of dispositi.ona1 modes in different 

1 t 'fllcse conf.i5~urations should nt ll'a::;t partly organizationa contcx"s. -

, b']' t to ,·'£:1"C'.e !'bC)llt proper case outCOlr.e <llld its reflect members n ~,~ -y ,_ ., 

imp'i~aLion for suitable treatment. Thts means that to understand case 

" "11e must focus on the nature of tho orgnni-processing and its var~Rt1on, v 

zational cont~xt within which it occurs. 

Earlier He noted tha t al ternative thcOl"ctical [l:aml'\vorks at tl'npt to 

account for case processing by reference to defendant dod/or case 

characteristics. Contingency theory implies thdt organizAtional charac

teristics are more imporLant in processing than Are dc>fendant or case 

charac teris tics j)er ~. This docs not m(>an that case And defendant 

characteristics are irrelevant. Instcad, tll('se characteristics are 

" . tl t 0¥g"111'~atl'o11al "ctor-s can use to esLablish the proper Q un~ns l. ons . 1Cl " .. u. c__ u 

f . d' '('1'()11 In oLher words, outcomo for a case, or to sp~ciy 1tS proper 19POS) . • 

they are salient componcmts of a case's normality or abnnnnality. If so, 

the configuration of individual and casc charactcristics dcscribing modps 

of disposition and case outcome should vary with the organizational 

k aU" "llaJ.ysi.s is designed to di ~H~I1SS context of the courtroom wnr"grnup. L U 

\'7hat these differences might be, ;md to annlyze data relevnnt to the organi-

zational framework on case processing outlined so far. 

-, 
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Smnple and Data 
- .. ".~ .. '-- ... -."' ... --

of these juriHdictions, initial sampling procedures, and the structure of 

the data sp("s are aYfdlahle clSl'where (sec Eisenstein and Jacob, 1977). 

We will be using two subsets of these data in each jurisdiction: 1) all 

post·-indicLment or pnst-infonnaLion felony CHSOS (CUSl~S ,,,here the nost 

serious charge against a d~fendnnt was a feluny), and 2) all post-indictment 

or post-information feJony cns('s that \vl»"C l'nul;ed to l·ithcr guilty plea, 

bc.mch trinl, or jury trial (dismissals excluded). Tlwse l"L!prl~sC'nt 

purposive 8illllples of f~1l1l1Y cases procl~ssed by the. three jurisdictions in 

1972. Hhilc they nre not random or probability snm1'1es, they should be 

representative of cose processing during that period. Dnta on the cases 

He wi.ll nnalyze were collected from court and prOSGCIltor [ilos, and we 

will concentrate on the variables outlinnd heloH. 

He have used tlll'ce dl'pl~ndent variables in this analysis. The first 

reflects the dpcision to dismiss n case or to prosecute it fully (DISMISS), 

the second examines disposition patterns in Lhose cases that wC're not 

di.smissed (DISPOSITION), Hud the third examines case ouLcome for fully 

prosecuted CllS(~S (PRISON). Table 1. Pl"PSC'lltS the full freqlll'ncy distribu-

tions of the disposition and sentencing variables from which Lhese ncnsures 

are computed, os well as the distribution (and N size) of the measures 

themselves. The N for disposition and case outcome Is smaller than the 
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total N because dismissed cases have been excluded from these variables. 

Baltimore has the highest proportion of dismissals (32%), followed by 

. l' r- p tll ft r d4ff:.el·,~nt patterns in each J'urisdiction. disposition modes 1nc~cate g ~ ~ ~ 

Guilty pleas are the modal disposi.tion in Chicngo [lnd D,>l'roit, ~vhile 

bench trials are t'he most common in BnlL:imore. The p170bability of 

1 d4f.fnrs bAt~"('n the three J'urisdictiuns. rec~iving a prison sentence a so ~ ~ ~ W~ 

Excluding defendants \\Those r<lses ~vare dismissed, 75% of tIl::! Baltimore 

daf~ndants received a pd.son s('ntence cor.lpnrcd to 61% of those in Chicago, 

and 43% of those in Detroit. 

J;.nuc>p.,£nd,I".1.1t Var.!:3bles 

Due to the exploratory nature of our Hork, we exami.ned a wide range 

of pott!.tltially interesting independent variables in the initial stages 

of our analysis. These \olere largely indicators of uofl'ndant charactar-

is tics and CRse characteristics. Organi~ational indicaLors consistent 

with our framework arc still being developed with these data. As a 

result, we Hill draw heavily on the descriptions of organizational contcxt 

d d b E ' t' d r b A l)'st of independent variables provi c' y ~lsensc~n an . aco . -

selected for further study is presented in Table 1. 

------------------------ ... ,---------
Tabl(>s 1a and Ib about here 

---------------------------------

We examined a 'number of defendant cllaraclcristics in our pre1ininnry 

1 ( ' ag"', race, sex, employment status, drug use, prior arrest ana. yses ~. e. " 

and conviction rC'!cord). The only one to S110H meaningful, systematic 

patterns with case processing or outcome is prior arrest record (PRIOR 

ARRESTS). Heans are somewhat higher in Chicago than the other cities, 

-\. 
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but, overall, the mean number of prior arrests is quite similar for 

defendants in all thr~e jurisdictions. Of the case chnractl:!dstics 

available to tiS, the number of defe.nse motions (DEFENSE NOTIONS), number 

of eye~olitnesses (II \HTNESSES), detention status (DETENTION--\olhether a 

defendant made bail), and charge seriuusness (CHARGE SERIOUSNESS) playa 

meaningful role in this analysis. 

The coding schC'11le fur charge seriousness n'qllires some comment. He 

idenlified the must serious charge i.n ~ach case and <lssigl1C'd cases a 

seriousness ranking according to s('riousness scales mndifLpd from those 

4 originally davelopod by Eiscnst(>in and JuC'.ob. 1'h('se scalGs are sC'!ne1vhat 

unique to 011Ch jurisdiction, since tha relative sl'1-iounness of churges 

varias between jurisdictions. So do cllarge clnssi.fi~ations themse1vas. 

Hoclifications to the or; ginal scales ~vere introducC'd b8c:luse we found it 

difficul t to locaLe some churgl's along these scalL's. These tended to be 

atypical or infrequent charges, or crimes of ambiguous sGriousncss 

(e.g. hC'roin dealing). Rathor than risk inaccurate or arbitrary decisions 

that could invalidate an ordinal ranking of charge seriousness, \(Ie 

excluded these cases from our anRlysis or relo('att!d LhL'm along the 

original charge seriuusness scale. This is a conservative prorpdtlre, but 

could have an impact on our findings since the exclusions limit our 

nnu1ysis to mundane, fnmi1inr, l!tWllllon tyP(~S of cdminal charges. To the 

C'xtent that atypical cases receive different types of processing (and 

it is difficult to predict what these might be), \ole \"i.11 necessarily 

miss this in our analyses. 
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Analysis 

We have used discriminant function analysis on these data since 

this is a particularly u~eful technique ~vhen dealing with categorical 

dependent (discriminant) variables and categorical and/or interval 

) 'bl (See Nunnally, 1967. for details independent (discriminating var1a es. • 

about the suitability and requirements of discriminant fUnction 

analysis)5 The technique develops discriminant functions that distinguish 

among categories of a discriminant variable on the basis of variation in 

, ' bl 'rllese ftlllCt'J' OIlS are linear combinations of the discrilllinatJ.ng varJ.a es. 

, varJ.' abIes an.:! 11"ve varJ.' able coeffid cnts that are the discriminatJ.ng 'l U 

analogous to factor loadings in a factor analysis. Coefficients are 

f maxJ.'1"J.' Z1' ng dJ.' fferellces among discriminant derived through a process 0' " 

scores (produced by the functions) for groups of cases in each category 

of the discriminant variable. 

Our discussion will concentrate on the nature of the fu~ctions that 

are statistically significant discriminators bet\veen categories of the 

discriminant (dependent) variables. Hilks' Lambda (Wilks' L) with a 

x2 test of significance will be used to indicate the significance of a 

function. Each discriminating variable's significant contribution to 

the overall function is reflected in the cllange it produces in Rao's V; 

variables with high positive or negative standardized discriminant 

coefficients are used to define the substantive nature of the fUnction in 

question. The group centroids locate the categories of the discriminant 

6 
(dependent) variables in discriminant space. 

Our desire [or comparability between the three data sets complicated 

1 d 't bl dJ.'scriminating variables for the process by \"hich \Ve se ecte suJ. 'a e 
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use in this analysis. He ,']ere limited to independent variables that 

\Vere identified and coded in a comparable fashion across all jurisdictions. 

From this pool of comparable variables, we selected those with the most 

systematic zero order correlations with case disposition and outcome and 

used them in the discriminant function analysis reported here. 
", 

§tatement and Discussion of Empirical Findin~ 

Discriminant function analysis reveals interesting patterns of 

decision-making in each jurisdiction studied. Be[ore discussing these 

patterns, it may be helpful to comment on the organizational context of 

each jurisdiction, and then to place the analysis ~vi thin a contingency 

theory framework by detailing expected relationships hetHC?en case and 

defendant characteristics and patterns of case disposition and outcome. 

According to Eisenstein and Jacob (1977: 244-252) courtroom work-

groups are the crucial organizational unit of interest in these three 

jurisdictions. The workgroups contain three categories of actors (judges, 

prosecutors, and defense attorneys) \vhose relationships vary depending 

on the jurisdiction in question. In Baltimore there ~vas a high turnover 

rate among prosecutors; judges served one year rotations through given 

courtrooms, and public defenders \vere assigned directly to defendants 

rather than to specific courtrooms. In contrast, Chicago's prosecutors 

held office for longer periods and were assigned indefinitely to particular 

courtrooms. So were judges and public defenders. Retained counsel were 

able to direct cases to courtrooms \vith Hhich thE'.y ~vere familiar. In 

Detroit, judges and prosecutors had fairly long tenure in the same court-

rooms, \,]hile defense attorneys (both public and private) rotated from 

courtroom to courtroom follOWing their clients. (Clients were routed to 

.. 
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courtrooms on the basis of a random draw.) Two additional factors were 

important in Detroit ~vorkgroup relations. First, the physical layout of 

the courthouse and the generally close associations among members of the 

defense bar facilitated information sharing among Detroit's defense 

attorneys. Second, all parties to dispositions could rely on a formalized 

pretrial conference, thus encouraging the exchange of information even 

among participants unfamiliar with one another. In short, the organiza

tional arrangements in the three jurisdictions led Eisenstein and Jacob 

to characterize Chicago ~vorkgroups as most stable, Detroit ~vorkgroups as 

slightly less stable, and Baltimore ~.;rorkgroups as by far the least stable 

of the three (1977: 247). 

Contingency theory indicates that the stability of courtroom workgroups 

should affect: (1) the ability of criminal justice decision-makers to 

.§!.gree about the proper outcome of a criminal case; and (2) the overall 

predictability of outcomes that are related to these agreement patterns in ---
a jurisdiction. Decision-making patterns at different points in case 

processing should tell us about the strength and nature of ~.;rorkgroup 

agreement over desired case outcomes, and about the selection of case 

disposition modes in a jurisdiction. If our earlier argument is correct, 

the nature of agreement and disagreement should in part revolve around 

specific defendant and case characteristics. Patterns in case and 

defendant characteristics should indicate ~.;rhether \'lOrkgroups agree or 

disagree about (1) case outcomes and (2) the choice of appropriate 

disposition modes. In addition, these patterns should reveal something 

about the nature of this agreement or disagreement. 

:: I 
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Y.Je have examined three crucial aspects of case processing: the 

decision to dismiss a case, the choice of dispOSition mode, and case 

outcome (incarceration). The first two refer to the ability of partici-

pants to agree about the nature of a case and its proper processing 

strategy, and the third refers to the relationship between that agreement 

and the predictability of case outcome (incarceration). Jurisdiction-

~vide patterns of decision-making at the dismissal stage should indicate 

whether courtroom workgroups agree about the kinds of cases worthy of 

sanction, and should help us understand the nature of that agreement. 7 

Yveak or non-existent dismissal patterns should indicate an ess!~ntial 

disagreement about sanctionable cases, reflecting the ~vorkgroup' s inability 

to screen out those that are not worth prosecuting. Stronger dismissal 

patterns should reveal general agreement about appropriate dismissals, as 

well as the substantive character of that agreement . 

.JuriBdiction-~vide patterns of E_~SPosit:!:.o.nal choice should tell us 

something different. Recall that contingency theory suggests a general 

tendency toward negotiation in all cases, while other, more adversary, 

modes are chosen only in the event of disagreement over proper case out-

come. "There courtroom ~'lOrkgroups tend to agree, we \vould expect to find 

most cases settled by guilty pleas ,'lith only a limited number of cases 

going to bench or jury trial. Disagreement within workgroups should 

mean that many more cases are routed to adversarial modes of dispOSition, 

substituting official adjudication for the failure of informal agreement. 

If patterns of disagreement eXist, we would expect to find systematic 

reliance on alternate modes of disposition for particular types of cases, 

defined by case and defendant characteristics. The characteristics 

- • 
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related to dispositional choice would then reveal something about the 

nature of the disagreement. 

Finally, the existence of jurisdiction-wide patterns in outcomes of 

incarceration should indicate the predictability of case outcomes. As 

argued previously, this is the crucial aspect in a jurisdiction's ability 

to establish bounded rationality in its operations. Given the assumptions 

of contingency theory, predictability of case outcome is an aggregate 

measure of the extent to 'vhich courtroom ~."orkgroups have come to agree 

on case outcomes through the process of organizational JeRrning suggested 

above. Jurisdictions ~'lith organizational contexts that hinder the 

stability of courtroom ~vorkgroups should also hinder organizational 

learning within these workgroups, reducing the predictability of case 

outcomes. In contrast, jurisdictions ,."ith contexts encouraging workgroup 

stability should have more predictable case outcomes. The individual 

and case characteristics revealed in patterns of prison and non-prison 

sentencing should enable us to see ~vhether the same factors relevant to 

earlier decisions about dismissal are also relevant at sentencing. 

Discriminant function analyses of dismissal, disposition, and Qut-

come patterns in each jurisdiction shed some light on the issues outlined 

above. The discriminating abilities of functions related to these 

dependent variables allm·, us to make some preliminary comments about 

differential processing and outcome in the three organizational contexts. 

For example, our analysis of dismissals produced significant discriminant 

functions in Chicago and Detroit, but failed to do so in Baltimore. These 

results, ,."hile not particularly powerful, are consistent with the connection 

bet\veen Ivorgroup stability and patterns of decision-making about dismissals 

1 
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implicit in our contingency theory approach. In Chicago, detention, 

or the failure to gain pretrial release, and charge seriousness are key 

elements in the dismissal decisions included in this analysis. The 

negative relationship between charge seriousness and non-dismissal may 

be related to the fact that less serious crimes are more likely to be 

dismissed prior to indictment in Chicago than in the the other juris

dictions. This means that a major portion of dismissals between 

indictment and disposition are of more serious charges (Eisenstein and 

Jacob, 1977: 208-214). Our charge seriousness. scale generally ranks 

personal crimes higher than property crimes. Given that victims frequently 

refuse to prosecute in personal crimes (say, when the accused is a 

relative, friend, or acquaintance), dismissal rates may be high. This 

could produce a negative relationship between seriousness and dismissal 

like the one that appears here. In Detroit, increases in charge serious-

ness and in the number of defense motions enhance the likelihood of 

non-dismissal. In Baltimore, dismissals and non-dismissals cannot be 

statistically distinguished with the discriminating variables included in 

this analysis. Eisenstein and Jacob warn that dismissals are not likely 

to occur prior to indictment in Baltimore (1977: 214-219). Apparently, 

when they do occur after indictment and in considerable number, they are 

not systematic with respect to any variables available to us, or with 

respect to variables that do discriminate in other jurisdictions. This 

suggests that Baltimore has a poor or ineffectual initial case screening 

process, perhaps due to workgroup members' inability to agree about 

sanctionable cases. 

Table 2 about here 

....... 
.. " , .... " ••. :.~'I\·' 
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Analysis of dispositional choice produces intriguing results in 

each jurisdiction. Given our discriminating variables, no pattern of 

dispositional choice appeared in Detroit. This lends credence to the 

argument that more stable workgroups should resolve disagreement about 

case outcome and thus reduce their systematic use of non-negotiative 

disposition modes. Contrary to expectations, Chicago (~vith even more 

stable ~vorkgroups than Detroit) shows a statistically significant pattern 

of dispositional choice. Its discriminant function is composed primarily 

of the number of defense motions and level of charge seriousness. This 

function neatly separates guilty pleas, bench trials, and jury trials 

in ascending order along a dimension defined by these t,vo variables. 

Charge seriousness and the number of defense motions also define a function 

for patterns of dispositional choice in Baltimore. In addition, a second -
) 

significant function, defined exclusively by number of "litnesses, runs 

orthogonal to the initial function. Positioning the group centroids 

on these t,vo functions indicates that less serious cases, involving both 

fe~ver motions and re~ver ~vitnesses, are routed to bench trial rather than 

guilty plea. It would appear that cases similar to those handled by 

guilty pleas in Chicago are handled by the more adversarial mode of bench 

trial in Baltimore. The analysis also suggests that disagreement over 

evidence (as reflected in the /I 'vitness dimension) may be an important 

factor in that jurisdiction's reliance on bench trials. 

Table 3 about here 

Our information about the predictability of case outcome is also 

consistent 1vith the contingency theory arguments presented earlier, 

------ ---- - -----~ 
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although patterns in the discriminant analysis are rather ~veak. It is 

possible to distinguish between prison and non-prison outcomes some1vhat 

better in Chicago and Detroit (jurisdictions with the more stable work-

group structures) than in Baltimore, as our contingency fr<1me,.,ork suggests. 

This is not simply an artifact of the greater number of guilty pleas (and 

consequent certainty of conviction) in Chicago and Detroit, since bench 

trials in Baltimore with acquittals included produced a higher rate of 

prison incarceration than do guilty pleas in Chicago and Detroit. S As was 

the case with dismissals, detention is a key variable in discriminating 

between outcomes in Chicago.
9 

Prior arrests and charge seriousness dis tin-

guish prison from non-prison outcomes in Detroit, while # witnesses is once 

again the most important discriminating variable in Baltimore sentencing. 

------------------------
Table 4 about here 

------------------------

Conclusion 

Our analysis of case processing in three jurisdictions suggests that 

a contingency frame~vork can offer some. insight into differential patterns 

in case processing decisions. He can note pattern differences across 

jurisdictions that arc usually consistent with those predicted by this 

approach. Obviously, the fit is not perfect, und the nature of our data 

urges caution in any conclusions made on the basis of these findings. 

At least two.interrelated methodological problems confront our 

analysis. First, it would be clearly preferabl~ to develop explicit 

indicators of the organizational variables referred to in our discussion. 

The degree of ~.,orkgroup stability should be measured rather than simply 

inferred from past descriptions. IO Second, shifting attention from 

jurisdiction-~"ide ~vorkgroup patterns to individual workgroup structure 
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is essential for a clear evaluation of a contingency theory approach 

(as ,.,e1l as other organizational models). The consistently 10v1 canonical 

correlations reported here may reflect the fact that intra-jurisdiction 

variation in workgroup structure is as gr.eat as or greater than 

between-jurisdiction variation. Here we able to specify organizational 

variables, 've might be able to evaluate this possibility and understand 

more of the untapped variatio~ that remains. 

There are some apparent anomalies in our findings that deserve 

comment, particularly in the case of Chicago disposition modes. According 

to contingency theory logic, 've expected to find few patterns in disposi

tional choice in Chicago. Since Chicago had more stable workgroups than 

other jurisdictions, disposition choices should have reflected the kind 

of agreement that promotes informal handling of cases. Thus, most cases 

should have been resolved through guilty pleas, leaving only a fe,., non-

systematic cases for bench or jury trial disposition. The clear pattern 

of dispositional choice in Chicago contradicted those expectations. 

An alternative interpretation is suggested by ,.,hat might loosely be called 

the "cybernetic" approach to dispositional choice (Mather, 1974; Hohr, 

76 d 197]) Advocates of the cybernetic approach argue that 19 ; Lan es, . • 

cases are routinely marked for trial or negotiation early in the process 

on the basis of characteristics inherent in the cases and/or defendants 

themselves. Of these cybernetic approa~hes, Landes' economic model of 

dispositional choice seems to fit Chicago disposition patterns most 

closely. He posits that increases in charge severity on the one hand, 

and greater commitment of defense resources on the other, should lead to 

adversary rather than negotiative dispositions. However, his predictions 

.-. 
--

\ 
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are not borne out in the Detroit and Baltimore disposition patterns 

analyzed here. This is a problem if cybernetic models are intended 

to apply to case processing in general (as most discussions imply), since 

this means that similar disposition patterns should appear regardless 

of jurisdiction. (Of course, other factors such as routine prosecutorial 

~olicies abbut cllarging decisions unreported in the Eisenstein and Jacob 

[1977] study might account for some of the anomalies confronting both 

contingency and cybernetic explanati.ons in these three jurisdictions.) 

'''e prefer contingency theory because it attempts to account for diversity 

in disposition patterns. And diversity rather than uniformity more truly 

reflects the dominant character of dispositional patterns in jurisdiclions 

throughout the U.S. (Brosi, 1979). Cybernetic formulations aim at the 

uniformities and hit the mark in single case studies, but their limited 

applicability reduces their appeal as general (and generalizable) theories 

of case processing. 

It is important that our analyais not only identifies different 

patterns in decision-making across jurisdictions, but also between 

different t~pes of processing decisions. While it is not surprising that 

patterns in dIspositional choice are different from those related to 

case outcome, theories of case proceSSing tend to focus on one or the 

other of these issues, seldom linking them in a satisfying way. Theories 

of case processing broad enough to deal with both disposition and outcome 

decisions, and their interrelationship, are needed in order to synthesize 

the seemingly diverse literature on case processing. Since organization 

theories deal specifically with the relationship between decision-making 

processes and institutional outcomes, they are particularly illlraclivQ 

I 
I r. 
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candidates for effecting such a synthesis. By focusing on the relation-

ship between disposition mode and case outcome, and by introducing 

contingency t1eory as a. ~ 1 Inea'1S for und a rstal1ding that relationship, we have 

taken a tentative first step toward closing this gap in the literature. 

Our attempt at building an integrated theory of case processing and 

its empirical applicability demonstrates the need to incorporate organi

zational factors along with traditional defendant and case variables in 

studies of case processing. 

. '\. 
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TABLE lA: VARIABLES, VARIABLE CODING, AND FREQUENCIES FOR VARIABLES IN CHICAGO, 
DETROIT, AND BALTIHORE (FREQUENCIES IN PERCENT) 

Variable 

Case Disposition Hode 
(full frequencies) 

Dismiss 

Disposition 

Case Outcome 

Prison 
(excl. dismissals) 

Prior Arrests 

Defense Hotions 

1/ tvitnesses 
(eycm1itnesses) 

Detention (bail status) 

Coding Chicago 
(N=55l) )" 

dismissal = 0 13.8 
guilty plea = 1 59.3 
bench trial = 2 18.0 
jury trial = 3 5.6 

not dismissed = 0 86.2 
dismissed = 1 13.8 

guilty plea = 1 68.8 
bench trial = 2 23.7 
jury trial = 3 7.4 

(N=417) 

no sentence, 
suspended, probation=O 39.3 

prison sentence = 1 60.7 
(N=4l7) 

actual number X = 3.22 
1-7 (7=7 or morc) (SD=3.06) 

actual number X=1.71 
1-7 (7=7 or more) (SD=1.68) 

actusl number X = 1. 29 
1-7 (7=7 or more) (SD=.98) 

made bail :.: 0 53.7 
did not make bail=l 46.3 

Detroit 
(N-1165)* 

20.9 

64.7 

6.6 

7.8 

79.1 

20.9 

81. 6 

8.3 

10.1 
(N=75l) 

57.5 

42.5 
(N=75l) 

X = 2.65 

(SD=2.98) 

X = .61 

(SD=.50) 

X = 2.33 

(SD=1.58) 

91. 7 

8.2 

~'(N for computing frequency distributions unless othen-lise noted . 

Baltimore 
(N=963) ~c 

32.2 

18.3 

41.3 

8.1 

67.8 

32.2 

27.0 

61. 0 

11. 9 
(N=603) 

25.2 

74.8 
(N=603) 

X = 2.75 

(SD=2.69) 

X= .78 

(SD=.96) 

X = 3.46 

SD=1. 63) 

38.1 

61. 9 

-... 
- --

, 
-I 
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TABLE IB: VARIABLES, VARIABLE CODING, AND FREQUENCIES FOR VARIABLES IN CHICAGO, 
DETROIT, AND BALTIHORE (FREQUENCIES IN PERCENT) 

VARIABLE 

Charge 
Seriousness 
(seriousness 
of most 
serious 
charge) 

Coding - Chicago 
(N=551) ~': 

Larceny = 1 

Burglary = 2 

Heapon = 3 

Assault = 4 

Robbery = 5 

Heroin 
dealer = 6 

Rape = 7 

Armed 
Robbery = 8 

Murder II = 9 

Hurder I = 10 

~Iissing or 
unclassi':ied 
case = 99 

3.8 

12.9 

3.4 

8.7 

6.9 

5.1 

6.2 

26.5 

1.6 

11. 8 

13.1 

Coding - Detroit 
(N=1165) 1( 

Larceny = 1 7.7 

Heapon = 2 17.7 

Heroin dealer=3 1.8 

Burglary = 4 11.1 

Assault = 

Robbery = 

Aggr. 
Assault 

Armed 

5 

6 

= 7 

5.6 

3.1 

1.5 

Robbery = 8 le.5 

Rape = 9 1.5 

Hurder II = 10 1.5 

Hurder I = 11 

Hissing or un
classified 
case ::: 99 

2.5 

35.5 

*N for computing frequency distributions unless otherwise noted. 

Coding - Baltimore 
(N=963) ~~ 

Weapon = 1 

Larceny = 2 

Burglary = 3 

Robbery = 4 

Heroin dealer=5 

Aggr. 
Assault = 6 

Rape = 7 

Armed 
Robbery == 8 

Hurder II == 9 

Uurder I = 10 

Hissing or un
classified 

3.5 

11. 9 

4.5 

4.2 

2.6 

10.8 

2.2 

19.2 

0.0 

4.5 

case = 99 36.7 

. 1 
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TABLE 2: DISCRIHINANT FUNCTIONS FOR COHPARATIVE DISPOSITION PATTERNS: 

A. 

DISHISSALS VS. ALL OTHER HODES OF DISPOSITION 

Chicago (N=342) 

Rao's V :::: 14.70 

Discriminating Variables 

prior arrests 

defense motions 

detention 

charge seriousness 

II ~~i tl,(::::;ses 

Group Centroids 

dismissals 

other dispositions 

Contribution 
to Rao's V (%) 

3.3 

22.4 

35. O'~ 

39 .l~~ 

0.2 
100.0% 

Function 

-.50 

.09 

B. Detroit (N=481) 

Discriminating Variables 

prior arrests 

defense motions 

detention 

charge seriousness 

/I witnesses 

Group Centroids 

dismissals 

other dispositions 

Rao's V = 15.88 

Contribution 
to Rao's V (%) 

0.4 

32.1* 

1.3 

60.5* 

5.6 
99.9% 

Function 

.37 

-.09 

CC
2 = .04 

Wilks' L = 0.96* 
X2 = 14.29 
df = 5 

Function 

-.18 

.66 

.73 

-.69 

.05 

CC 2 = .03 
Wilks' L = .97* 
X2 = 15.54 
df = 5 

Function 

.07 

-.57 

-.14 

-.74 

=.22 

I 

I 
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Table 2 (continued) 

C. Baltimo::~ (N=~42) 

Discriminating Variables 

prior arrests 

defense motions 

detention 

charge seriousness 

1/ witnesses 

Group Centroids 

dismissals 

other dispositions 

*Significant at p = 
o '() 

.05 

o I:; 

.. " 
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Rao's V = 11.43 

Contribution to 
Rao's V (%) 

0.0 

39.4 

57.2 

3.2 

0.2 
100.0% 

Function 

.26 

-.08 

CC 2 = .02 
Wi1l<s' L = .98 
X2 = 11.26 
df = 5 

Function 

-.02 

-.59 

-.66 

-.17 

-.05 

. -
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I 

I 
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TABLE 3: DISCRIHINANT FUNCTIONS FOR COHPARATIVE DISPOSITION PATTERNS: 
PLEAS, BENCH TRIALS, AND JURY TRIALS 

A. Chicago (N=342) 

B. 

Discriminating Variables 

prior arrests 

defense motions 

detention 

charge seriousness 

1/ witnesses 

Group centroids 

Rao's V - 69.88 

Contribution to 
Rao's V (%) 

.8 

61.1* 

11.1* 

25. 4)~ 

1.6 
100% 

Function 

pleas 

bench trials 

jury trials 

Detroit (N=388) 

.27 

-.44 

-1. 29 

Discriminating Variables 

prior arrests 

defense motions 

detention 

charge seriousness 

/I witnesses 

Group Centroids 

pleas 

bench trials 

jury trials 

Rao's V = 17.16 

Contribution to 
Rao's V (%) 

8.7 

38.0 

1.5 

21.1 

30.7 
100.0% 

.068 

-.080 

-.502 

CC
2 = .18 

Wilks' L = .802* 
X2 63.18 
df = 10 

Function 
1 

.01 

-.72 

.27 

-.57 

.10 

CC 2 
= .03 

IJilks! L .96 
X2 = 16.86 
df = 10 

Function (NS) 

-.34 

.73 

-.16 

-.43 

.16 

, 
-i 
I 

I 
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Table 3 (continued) 

C. Baltimore (N=439) 

Discriminating Variables 

prior assets 

defense motions 

detention 

charge seriousness 

/I ~olitnesses 

Group Centroids 

Function 

pleas .07 

bench trials -.19 

jury trials .. 73 

*Significant at p = .05 

~~~~~~~~-- - ~ ~~-,--- ~-----
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Rao's V = 67.54 

Contril: '~tion to 
Rao's V (70; 

1 

0.0 

27.3* 

5.8 

18.5* 

48.3* 
99.9% 

Function 

.36 

-.20 

.17 

2 

Total CC 2 = .25 
WilJ...:s',' L = .86* WilkP' L = .97'" 

12.95 X2 = 63.92 X2 = 
df ~ 10 df = 4 

Function 1*'\, 

.01 

.62 

.16 

.64 

-.07 

Function 2)~* 

-.04 

-.06 

.24 

-.28 

1. 00 

**Standardized discriminant function coefficient obtained through varimax rotation 

, >, 

J 

, 
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TABLE 4: DISCRIMINANT FUNCTIONS FOR COHPARATIVE CASE OUTCOME PATTERNS: 
PRISON SENTENCE HlPOSED VS. NO PRISON SENTENCE UlPOSED 

A. Chicago (N=292) 

Discriminating Variables 

prior assets 

defense motions 

detention 

charge seriousness 

/I ~olitnesses 

Group Centroids 

no prison 

prison 

B. Detroit (N=377) 

Rao's V = 32.85 

Contribution to 
Rao's V (%) 

7.4 

12.1* 

50.0* 

7.7 

22.8'\, 
100.0% 

Function 

.45 

-.25 

CC
2 = .10 

Wilks' L = 
X2 = 30.8 
df = 5 

Ftmction 

-.34 

-.26 

-.71 

-.30 

-.52 

CC
2 = .09 

.90* 

Rao's V 35.66 \\1il1$' L = . 9 I'\' 

Discriminating Variables 

prior arrests 

defense motions 

detention 

charge seriousness 

/I ~olitnesses 

Group Centroids 

no prison 

prison 

Contribution to 
Rao's V (%) 

43.0* 

5.8 

0.8 

47.91, 

2.5 
100.0% 

Function 1 

.30 

-.31 

X2 = 33.84 
df = 5 

Function 

-.68 

-.24 

.11 

-.79 

-.17 

I' 

-, 
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Table 4 (continued) 

C. Baltimore (N=439) 

Discriminating Variables 

prior arrests 

defense motions 

detention 

charge seriousness 

II \vitnesses 

Group Centroids 

no prison 

prison 

*Significant at p .05 

28 

Rao's V = 26.98 

Contribution to 
Rao's V (%) 

3.8 

1.1 

15.4* 

17 . O;~ 

62.6* 
99.9% 

Function 1 

-.46 

.13 

CC2 
= .06 

H~lk s' L = .94* 
X = 26.03 
df = 5 

Function 1 

.21 

-.11 

.48 

-.42 

.92 
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'" NOTES 

1. As defined in contingency theory, organizational uncertainty is 

an organization's inability to bring "system-closure" to its operations 

and is the product of the following conditions: 

(a) inadequate linkage in causal sequence of all variables 

relevant to the processing of input through the organization; 

(b) unpredictable behavior of elements \"ithin the organization's 

environment--elements which vitally affect the organization's 

operations; 

(c) ambiguous standards of evaluation for judging the "quality" 

of the organization's bperations and output vis-a-vis some stated 

abstract objective; and 

(d) incomplete decision-premises surrounding the roles of 

individual decision-makers within the organization, such that 
" 

organizational incentives are incompatible 'vith individual 

rationality in decision-making. 

2. Basically, an organization's technology is a process of transformation 

derived from a theory of cause-and-effect relationships '''hich makes 

assertions of predictability about the organization's output, given 

certain knowledge about its input. There are three basic varieties of 
.. 

technology: the long-linked technology used in assembly-line mass 

production processes; the mediating technology used in organizations which 

"pool" resources for the purpose of connecting suppliers and consumers; 

and the intensive technology. In general, organizations employing an 

I 
I 
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intensive technology determine lithe selection, combination, and order 

.. of application" of elements in the process of transforming input into 

output on the basis of "feedback" from the input object itself. It is 

a customized technology (Thompson, 1967: 17). 

3. Thompson develops propositions that specify the structural adaptations . - I . -. - , 
--I 

that intensive organizations make in response to different types of 

uncertainty. He argues that, in general, intensive organizations faced 

,dth uncertainty: 

1) seek to expand their domains by incorporating the object 

,vorked upon; 

2) attempt to monitor a variable and unstable task environment 

by organizing decision-making in localized, "boundary-spanning" 

units; 

3) attempt to reduce coordination costs by arranging decision-

makers in conditionally autonomous and self-sufficient clusters; and 

4) seek to meet ambiguous standards of evaluation with extrinsic 

~quantitative) rather than intrinsic (qualitative) measures of 

effectiveness. 

The purpose of these organizational adaptations is to enable and encourage 

individual decision-makers to exercise the discretion necessary to 

overcome the various contingencies posed by uncertainty. 

• 4. Eisenstein and Jacob's ranking of charge seriousness in Baltimore and 

" Chicago are found on page .188, footnote 3. rlodifications to this scale 

,vere made on the basis of evaluation of statutory charge seriousness and 

patterns in the actual sentences imposed for given crimes in each 

jurisdiction. Substantively, this means that simple drug possession was 

. ) 
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designated unclassifiable, and that weapon crimes were given a lml7er 

seriousness charge than in Eisenstein and Jacob's analysis, because they 

were assumed to represent lesser included offenses. It is important to 

note that the charge seriousness scale is used here both to determine the 

most serious charge against each defendant and to place the case along a 

dimension of charge seriousness for subsequent analysis. 

5. Discriminant function analysis assumes that the discriminating 

(independent) va'riables have a mult 4 var-{ate 1 d' 'b ... ... norma ~str~ ution and equal 

variance-covariance matrices within each category of the discriminant 

variable. Tvhile our discriminating variables do not alvlays meet these 

assumptions precisely, discriminant function analysis is sufficiently 

robust to allow the bending of the requirements that these data represent. 

(For detail see Nunnally, 1967.) 

6. IVe have also included information on canon-{cal l' ... corre at~ons squared 

.(CC
2

) to indicate the strength of the overall relationships between the 

discriminant scores and the various discriminating variables. IVe pay 

relatively little attention to these in our narrative since we are 

primarily interested in the configuration of the discriminant functions 

themselves. Thus we report the significance of Hilk' s Lambda \vhich 

indicates the discriminating power in the independent variables that can 

be accounted for by creating the function in quest 4 on. ... Tve also compare 

standardized discriminant coefficients for each variable in a function 

and evaluate their contribution to the function through the change they 

represent in Rao's V. Rao's V is a measure of 11o~ ~ell I d" . 
\Y W eaC1 ~scr~minat~ng 

variable separates the discriminant scores of cases in different categories 

of the discriminant variable. 
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~ve used a stepwise technique in the discriminant function analysis 

that enters the "best" discriminating variable (as determined by Rao's V) 

first, followed by the second best variable, etc. until all the inde-

pendent variables ,.;rere ranked and included. 

7. It should be noted that we are focusing only on dismissal after 

indictment or information, thus excluding the sometimes substantial number 

of perfunctory dismissals that occur earlier in the criminal process. 

8. Baltimore bench trials result in a 72% incarceration rate, compared 

,.;rith 68% and 43% following guilty pleas in Chicago and Detroit 

respectively. 

9. The persistent importance of detention in the Chicago analysis 

deserves some additional comment. Failure to gain pretrial release may 

be a function of one's inability to afford bail because of indigency, 

or it may be a function of charge severity with bail denied or set 

impossibly high by a preliminary magistrate. Detention has a moderately 

positive zero-order correlation with both indigency and charge serious-

ness. Howe~er, Suffet's (1966) study indicates that the level of bail is 

a good initial indicator of case seriousness. Thus, it may be plausibly 

linked with our concern in understanding agreement over sanctionable 

cases and the predictability of case outcome. 

10. We were somewhat reluctant to use Eisenstein and Jacob's "identity 

of courtroom" variable (177" 183-184) since it was unclear whether this 

really captures the essence of workgroup stability. For the admittedly 

exploratory purposes of this paper, ,.;re felt that it ,.;ras enough to deal 

initially with defendant and case characteristics before attempting to 

develop and assess potential organizational indicators. 
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